We present a method and software for comparison of different road traffic control systems based on using of software agents. In last years, the agent-based traffic control is often discussed. Many agents were designed, but there is no way how to compare them in the same situation. Our system is designed to allow placement of different traffic control agents in simulated traffic network. Afterwards, a simulation is run and performance of control agents is measured. The traffic conditions are the same for all tested agents; it is possible to use several different scenarios. Agents can be subsequently compared, because they had operated in the same conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Due to growth of road transportation, optimization of traffic control is explored by many institutions. Often it is too expensive or even impossible to build new or wider roads, so optimization of traffic control is the one of the most important ways to improve traffic situation in the cities. One of approaches to traffic control is using of software agents. In last years, many different control systems based on agents was proposed (some of them are described below, in overview of existing agents). However it is difficult to compare them against each other. Usually, it is possible to find comparison of control system with static control of the crossroads or comparison of different varieties of the system. But there is no simple way how to compare two systems described in different articles. Tests described in articles were performed on different simulators, used scenarios and traffic networks are also different. That is why we have decided to create system able to perform comparison of different agent-based traffic control systems in the same traffic network and with the same scenarios.
Approaches to traffic control
With development of automated traffic control, analytical methods to create time plans for traffic lights were developed. One isolated crossroad may be optimized (Guberinić et al. 2008 ), but optimization problem of control of the whole traffic network is too complex to be solved by methods of analytical mathematics. Instead of mathematical analysis, approaches of artificial intelligence are used. Proposed techniques include artificial neural networks, expert systems and different kinds of logical reasoning or evolution algorithms. One of the most discussed ways is based on software agents.
AGENTS IN TRAFFIC CONTROLL

Software agents
Concept of software agents has first appeared in seventies. Since then, lot of definitions were created. One of the most general was proposed by Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig (Russel and Norvig, 2002) According to this, agent has to be able to observe its environment and it has to have ability to influence this. Another, more specific description of agents can be found in (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995) . It describes agent as encapsulated computer system deployed in environment, which is capable of flexible and autonomous activities, in order to achieve a specific goal. Basic conditions implied by this definition are autonomy -the ability of agent to work without being control by other systems, reactivity -the ability to react to impulses from outer environment, sociability -the ability to collaborate with other agents in the environment and initiative -the ability to perform actions in order to achieve long-term goal. When agent fulfils these conditions, it may be called intelligent. According to these definitions, software agents are natural way to model traffic controllers. At least two of these conditions are fulfilled by traffic lights controllers in dynamic traffic control. They have sensors to measure traffic on the controlled crossroad and they are able to interact with traffic by controlling traffic lights. Usually, they also work autonomously, without any central control. In more complex traffic control systems, controllers on crossroads are also able to communicate with each other, in order to share information about traffic in the whole controlled network. The ability to achieve long-term goals is not so usual in traffic control, most currently used traffic controllers are only reactive (able to react to current situation, without long-term planning).
Position of an agent
Agents in proposed control systems can be placed on several positions in traffic network. Most common are agents positioned on crossroads. There are two main approaches -one crossroad can be controlled by one agent, or each traffic lane can be control by a different agent. In more complex traffic control systems, agents may also be used to control roads, using variable message signs (Katwijk and Koningsbrugenn, 2002) . In agent oriented systems, not only control agents are used. Agents may be also placed on roads, to measure traffic characteristics, which are required by agents on crossroad to achieve better result (Roozemond, 2001) . Because agents on crossroads are searching only local optimum, it is also possible to group agents into hierarchical, usually tree-like structure (France and Ghorbani, 2003) . Agents on the bottom of the structure are responsible for optimization of traffic on one crossroad and agents on higher position are trying to improve traffic control from global point of view. Example of such structure can be seen at Fig. 1 -four crossroads are controlled by agents, two of them are using road observation agents to gain information about situation in front of the crossroad and all of them are controlled by one managing agent in order to optimize global criteria.
Structure of agent
Abilities of agents and tasks they will be able to solve are highly dependent on structure of agent, but some parts are common for all types of agents. Agent has to be able to observe surrounding environment, thus it has to have module able to obtain data from real hardware sensor. It also has to interact with its environment trough actuators. And inside agent has to be a program, capable of selecting action for actuators according to state of sensors (general scheme is on Fig. 2 It is important, that all type of agents are using sensors to gain information from the environment and has actuators to interact with the environment. Thus our comparison system has to have interfaces for both of them. On top of that, agents may need to interact with other agents or be grouped in a hierarchical structure, so communication interface also has to be part of comparison system.
Overview of existing agents
In this section, we want to briefly introduce four of newly proposed agent systems, to demonstrate their versatility. Hirankitti and Krohkaew (2007) proposed reactive agent for control one crossroad. This agent is using information about traffic situation in front of crossroad Fig. 1 , where similar system is shown). Crossroad control agents are able to learn and to control crossroad they are using not only information about current state, but also their knowledge of its history. Managing agent is giving suggestion to crossroad control agents, in order to search for global optimum. Mizuno, Fukui and Nishihara (2008) created system of collaborating agents, controlling crossroads. Their agents are sharing information about movement of vehicles, in order to dissolve congestion. Using information about distance between crossroads and about number of vehicles waiting at adjacent crossroads, agent predicts number of vehicles, which will arrive in near future. They are effective only if they are used in the whole traffic network, they cannot be used to control isolated crossroad. France and Ghorbani (2003) proposed to use hierarchical structure, with crossroad control agents and managing agents, responsible for the whole areas. If there is a lot of managing agents in the network, they also may be grouped and controlled by managing agent of higher level. Crossroad control agents are creating control strategies for crossroads (with regards only to local criteria) and send them to managing agents. Managing agents are creating their own strategies, with regard to global criteria and confronting them with strategies from crossroad control agents. If there is a huge difference, they create new strategy to reduce this difference and send it to the crossroad control agent. Both crossroad control and managing agents are using rule-based expert system in order to optimize control strategy.
COMPARISION SYSTEM
Comparing different agents is a difficult problem. Usually, each agent is described with some tests of its performance. Due to this, there is no simple way how to compare two agents from different articles. To make convincing comparison, three main conditions need to be fulfilled.
• Compared agent systems have to operate in the same traffic network. Some agents are tested only in very simple conditions, such as two or more crossroads on one road. In real world we need to deploy them in more complex environment.
• Traffic situation used for comparison has to be the same for all compared agent systems. It is also necessary to compare both agent systems in wide spectrum of different traffic conditions. For example agent in (Hirankitti and Krohkaew, 2007) is effective in non-crowded road, but in crowded road, its effectiveness is decreased. Traffic condition should change several times during test, to test agent's ability to adapt.
• The same simulation engine should be used, to prevent ambiguity from possible mistakes caused by simulator. For example in some types of carfollowing simulators car can freely pass through vehicles in transverse lanes in crossroad, while in simulators based on cellular automatons this behavior is not possible.
We speak about comparison of traffic control agents, but the same system may be used to compare any kind of traffic control, which is able to use our interface. It is not important, if traffic control algorithms are fulfilling any of conditions given in introduction part they only have to be able to collaborate with described interface.
Figure 3: Schema of Comparison Module
Simulator
We are using JUTS (Java Urban Traffic Simulator, Hartman, 2003) to test agents' performance. JUTS is using discrete, time-stepped simulation. Each step is equivalent of one second in real world. Model of roads is based on cellular automaton. Simulation is composed from roads, divided to lanes. Lanes are modelled as arrays of cells, which can be free or occupied, depending on presence of vehicle or obstacle Roads are connected by crossroads. Vehicles are moving trough network in steps. Vehicles in JUTS are not equipped with the ability to find their path through traffic network. Instead of that, two methods of vehicle routing may be used. The first one is using prepared paths for vehicles, the second one is based on using pseudorandom numbers to determine turning of vehicles on crossroads. If the first method is used, vehicles are following prepared routes. Typical example may be travel of vehicle from residential area to centre of the city in the morning and return in the evening. Data for preparation of such routes may be obtained from sociological surveys; it is difficult to obtain them automatically. Implementation of two more containers is now being prepared. These will be a road container and group container. In some multiagent control systems, road agents are proposed to observe situation on the road and inform crossroad controlling agents about it (this is used in (Katwijk and Koningsbrugenn, 2002) or (Mizu et al. 2008) ). Originally, we intended to emulate this only by measurements in appropriate lanes, carried out from crossroads. But for two reasons, we decided to use agent container instead. At first, road agents may be also designed to work with variable speed limit signs, according to their own plans or to request from crossroad agent. And the second reason is possible using of distributed computation. Using of agent container will allows us to use existing methods for communication, if measured road and crossroad will be distributed to different nodes. Group container will be used for managing agents, if they are necessary. In some multiagent traffic control systems (for example in (Roozemond, 2001) or (France and Ghorbani, 2003) hierarchy of managing agents is used. Container will allow creating and managing group of crossroad agents or other managing agents, if more complex structure is used. It will provide methods to send messages to subordinate agents or to broadcast to whole group. This broadcasting has to be invoked by an agent in the group container -if one of subordinate agents needs to broadcast to the whole group, it is allowed only to send message to managing agent and it can decide if this message will be broadcasted or not.
Communication
Both containers provide also support for communication among agents. The crossroad container is able to send message to any specific crossroad, to multicast message to all neighbour crossroads or to broadcast message to all crossroads in simulation. The lane container can send message to another specific lane container, multicast to all lane containers in one crossroad or broadcast to all lane containers in simulation. Because distributed version of JUTS is developed, it is important to communicate only trough prepared methods, otherwise agent will not be able work correctly in distributed simulation. Messages are marked by its senders and they may have assigned priority. They are stored in priority queues in the container until they are read by agent (they cannot be lost or overwrite by newer message).
Measurements
All the measurements are provided by a statistics collector. Collector has full access to all objects in simulation map and it is able to obtain all kinds of information available in simulation. Lanes and crossroads in JUTS are creating their own statistics, such as long-term average vehicle speed or flow and they can be made accessible to agent containers trough statistics collector. The statistic collector is also able to detect queues and measure its lengths or collect statistics as an actual average speed of traffic density. Samples may be taken regularly, according to prepared plan -this is useful to evaluate agents' performance at the end of simulation. Collector is also able to take sample on request from agent container. Statistics collector can also access to information from vehicles, not only from traffic network. It can measure average time they spent in simulation, by waiting in queues or how long they are waiting in the last queue. These data cannot be easily obtained in real world, but they are used in some proposed control agents (Balan and Luke, 2006), (Hoar et al. 2002) .
Simulation control
Simulation control is used to automatically run prepared scenarios with different agents. Because amenities of dynamic traffic control are apparent mainly when traffic flow is not static, it is necessary to change settings of vehicle generators or probability of switching on crossroads. These changes are described in scenarios. Each scenario contains its length (in time steps, which corresponds to seconds), changes of pseudorandom number generators settings (which are used in vehicle generators and at crossroads) and time when change should apply. Settings of crossroad switching probabilities may be used even to simulate an accident, to test if agent is able to deal with sudden vast changes. Vehicles in JUTS are not able to search way in traffic network, so operator has to prepare the whole accident scenario, including paths used by vehicles to avoid accident. Simulation control ensures that changes will be applied after given amount of time. It is also possible to set seed of pseudorandom generators, thus achieve an identical scenario. This module can be configured to execute several runs with different scenarios and agents and to summarize results of each run to xml files. It is important to know, that not only selection of criterion, but also selection of places where it will be measured is important. For example on junction of two main roads, the agent may try to treat them both as equal or to prefer one of them -which of course leads to deterioration of measured criteria in the other road.
Comparison of agents
EXPERIMENTS
In this part we show method of experiment used to compare performance of two traffic control systems. Each simulation experiment consists of four main parts -model of tested network, scenario, set of agents and their settings, and chosen criteria used to compare their performance. Selection of criteria is very important, because there is no general way how to tell if traffic control is optimal or not. For example agents (or traffic control systems) minimizing length of queues may not be optimal if average speed is observed. It is possible to observe more than one criterion, but then operator has to decide which of them is more important. The traffic network model contains a full description of roads and crossroads. It cannot be changed during experiment. Even accidents and blocking of traffic lanes has to be done in scenarios. This is because vehicles in JUTS are not able to find their own way trough simulation map, so if the map is changed, prepared paths or turning probabilities has also to be changed. Because in our simulation only vehicles play active role, the model may be complex, number of roads and crossroads has only little influence on speed of computation. Scenario contains description of vehicles in the simulation. Two most important parts are description of vehicle generators at the edge of simulated network and random numbers generators on crossroads, responsible for turning of vehicles. Contrary to traffic network, these values are changed during experiment, in order to determine ability of agent to adapt to new conditions. Data for scenario can be based on values measured in real world, or they may be prepared by operator. In this case, it is important to try scenario before experiment is performed, to check if it is suitable and it represents required situation (for example, wrong setting of vehicle generators may lead to rapid congestion of traffic network, wrong setting of crossroads may caused accumulation of vehicles in some parts of network). To test all abilities of control agent, several experiments has to be performed, with different scenarios. Agent capable for example of optimal control of uncrowded road may have problems with solving heavy congestions. Because plays an active role in the simulation in JUTS, scenario has the biggest influence on the speed of computation. With higher number of vehicles, simulation is getting slower. Description of agents contains not only algorithm of each agent, but also their position and settings. Even if only one type of agent is used, agents from different crossroads must not be confused. Each agent has its own unique settings, which has to be prepared for crossroad controlled by it. Some types of agents are able to change these settings due to their learning mechanism, but in many cases at least some of setting is static and cannot be changed by agent itself. It may be only set of parameters, as preference of one direction or minimal and maximal duration of green signals, but some agents also requires preparation of signal phases or initial estimates of traffic density in all controlled lanes. If agents are able to learn, they should be run in typical scenario for the area, in order to give them initial state. Unfortunately, it is often, that method how to set similar properties is not described in articles with descriptions of agents. Even a very efficient agent may give a poor performance, if these settings are incorrect. Settings also cannot be part of scenario, because agents are supposed to act autonomously, without an outer control. Another important thing is hierarchy of agents. 
